
Shell Card
The simpler, more  

secure way to buy fuel

On-board device
Our device reads and shares  

vehicle and driver data

Transaction, vehicle, and driver data 
communicates to the database

Data is processed and turned into 
actionable insights and triggers alerts

Fleet manager has easy access to key 
information via the dashboard and reports —  

e.g., fuel consumption variances

How it works 
Shell Telematics uses the latest vehicle tracking technology 
along with Shell fuel card data to provide the visibility 
needed to make the most from drivers, vehicles, and 
operations. This data is then processed and delivered to 
you in the form of clear, actionable fleet intelligence.

Shell Telematics
Making data work harder 
for your business.

The key benefits of  
Shell Telematics

Ensure driver security and compliance

Increase your fleet’s productivity

Access critical data to drive more value

Optimize your supply chain and operations

See more

Do more

Get more

Drive more

 σ Dashboard provides instant at-a-glance view of your  
   fleet’s performance

 σ Map safe routes and detect crashes through real-time data* 

 σ Receive vehicle health alerts to proactively intervene  
   and increase vehicle availability

 σ Proactively investigate potential vehicle issues and reduce    
   maintenance costs through visibility into vehicle  performance

 σ Reduce risk and expenses through data tracking 

 σ Improve driver engagement and incentivize improved  
   driving skills

 σ Save time with a single platform to manage fuel card data  
  linked to your telematics devices

 σ Cut costs by monitoring fuel usage and performance 

 σ Reduce CO2 emissions by tracking driver actions — idling,   
   speeding, harsh braking, and inefficient route selection^

 σ Use actionable data to enhance your logistics, routing,  
   and customer fulfillment

 σ Manage delivery and routing with tracking and notifications 

 σ Build trust through your operational model

 * Standard is near real-time data, with real-time data available in some options.
^  Source: Benefits After Effective Deployment of Fleet Management System.     
    Frost & Sullivan. 2015



To learn more about Shell Telematics 
and how it could help your fleet get 
where it needs to go, speak to your 
Shell Account Manager.

Start today

*Standard is near real-time data, with real-time data available in some options.

Features at-a-glance

Map
Track location and movement of all vehicles with satellite  
map view, Google Street View and live* traffic information.

Journey history
Review all journeys made with date, time, start and 
finish locations, drivetime and distance travelled.

Driver performance
Rate each drivers’ driving behavior score based on the 
length and severity of the speeding, acceleration, idling 
time and braking events.

Vehicle performance
Get timely maintenance reminders and 
fuel-efficiency reports.

Geo-Plus
Set up geo-fencing to get alerts based on needs — 
e.g. alerts when vehicle leaves city limits.

Business/private mileage
Get reports detailing all journeys by driver to 
enable business/private mileage claims.


